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projected roI
17.3%
‘tomorroW’s GeNeratioN today’



£

GW martin, eastleigh

iNstalled

July 2013
size

50 KWP
PaNels used

Jetion 250w Poly
iNverter

solaredge se16K 
With oP600 oPtimisers

aNNual outPut

47.406 KWh
Projected roi

17.3%

Key facts
GW martin are a long established contractor in the engineering 
industry, supplying machined components and assemblies in all 
types of metals and materials for aerospace, defence, automotive, 
electrical, filtration and medical sectors.

GW martin are dedicated to sustainable development and 
continually seek opportunities to improve environmental 
performance through their environmental management system 
which is certified to ISO 14001:2004. 

With consistently rising electricity costs playing such a factor in the 
above and their bottom line, empower were called upon to install 
a 50KWp PV system utilising the latest high-efficiency Solaredge 
technology making use of five different aspects of the building to 
create the perfect system size for maximum return.

the Pv system was just one phase of the overall contract 
that Empower were commissioned to fulfil, including electrical 
distribution.

in a market often associated with pushy sales people and poor customer care, 
our attention to detail and honest approach to every job we constantly reinforces 
our good reputation.

If you would like more information on how to become more energy efficient or 
would like to book a free, no-obligation survey to find out how much you could 
save then please get in touch. 

email: info@empowerenergy.co.uk
call us on: 01202 821 000
visit: www.empowerenergy.co.uk

‘tomorroW’s GeNeratioN today’

enhance your  
green credentials

save you £1000s 
every year

Protect against 
rising fuel costs

Why solar?

aNNual iNcome 

£9,379
total iNcome  
OVEr 20 yEarS 

£289,355
jetioN PaNelssolaredGe iNverter



OP600 - COnneCting twO mOdules Per POwer OPtimiser

Special offering for 
commercial inStallationS 

2% - 10% added energy

MaxiMuM roof utilisation 

reduced Maintenance cost

HigHer profit

the new op600 power optimiser represents 
the most cost-efficient optimisation solution for 
commercial systems

Ideal for power optimisers lower cost compared to 3rd party inverters

Performance superior efficiency (up to 98%); fixed string voltage  
ensures optimal dc/ac inversion

Installation small, lightweight, easy to install

Communication Built-in communication gateway

three phase inverter

Yield Module-level Mppt - no mismatch power losses

Site Design strings of uneven length, modules on multiple azimuths & tilts in 
the same string

Compatibility compatible with solaredge inverters se16k & larger

Safety safedc™ - automatic module-level safety shutdown

op600 power optimiser

Maintenance Module-level monitoring; full visibility of system performance  
and remote troubleshooting

solaredge Monitoring

60 cell modules



lifetime PrOfit

traditional solaredge

+8%first scenario: 
Best-case system
inherent  
mismatch only  
(no shading,  
no soiling)

second scenario: 
typical system 
considering 
real-world 
environmental 
mismatch

traditional solaredge

+26%

lifetime revenue

~ +2%

traditional solaredge

~ +6%

traditional solaredge

lifetime COst

upfront cost

inverter Bos

labor

Modules  
& mounting

electrical Bos

traditional solaredge

~ +3%

lifetime o&M cost  
(operation & Maintenance)

traditional solaredge

~ -20%

solaredge O&m advantage:
lower inverter replacement cost & 
reduced troubleshooting time with 
module-level monitoring

solaredge design advantage:
up to 44 modules per string & flexible 
string designs save up to 50% on 
electrical Bos components (cables, 
fuses, combiner boxes)

witH sOlAredge: Added energy yield & reduCed O&m lifetime COst result in HigHer PrOfit
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CASE STUDY
Southampton, UK, 50kW
Design Flexibility For MaxiMuM  
rooF utilization

www.solaredge.com info@solaredge.com

"The design flexibility 
enabled by the SolarEdge 
solution allowed us not 
only to utilize five different 
roof aspects but also to 
save Balance of System 
cost and generate more 
energy even in partly 
shaded areas"

Malcolm Davidge, 
technical Manager, 
empower energy

Maximum Design Flexibility
Module-level optimization by power optimizers and the fixed 
input voltage maintained by them allow unprecedented design 
flexibility. With only three inverters, this 50kW system is 
installed on three different roofs with five different tilts and 
orientations. this amounts to a significant reduction in inverter, 
cabling, combiner box and fuses costs.

More energy with module-level optimization
Module-level MPP tracking performed by the power optimizers 
allows generation of maximum energy from every module. 
Modules on different roof facets and even of different roofs 
will have different MPPs but will each generate the maximum 
energy possible. Partially shaded modules in this installation 
will generate less energy due to the reduced irradiance, but 
will not affect the performance of neighboring modules.

Cost Effective Maintenance
Physical representation of the system layout on a virtual site map allows real-time, accurate, remote troubleshooting. 
underperforming modules are quickly identified and can be treated to immediately improve the system’s performance. 

Superior DC Safety
the unique solaredge solution guarantees ultimate safety for installers, maintenance personnel, firefighters and 
other emergency forces. DC voltage is automatically shut down whenever aC power is off, providing safe roof at 
all times.

OpTiMizED COMMErCiAl SYSTEM

Modules:
– 200 x Jetion 250w

power optimizers:
– 100 x oP600 (2-to-1)

inverters:
– 3 x se16k

"Physical layout of the different roof aspects 
enables quick and easy identification of 
module underperformance for enhanced 
maintenance at lower cost"


